The Grant Elementary PTA would like to invite your Grant Bulldog to participate in our voluntary summer reading program.

This program is open to all students who will be registered at Grant Elementary in the fall of 2023 in grades K-6 and is designed to keep kids exploring the wonderful worlds open to them through literature during the summer.

Students are asked to read 10 age appropriate books over the summer. After reading each book they will fill out a small reporting sheet on the book they have read. They will do this for each book that they read over the summer. The reporting sheets can be downloaded from the school webpage in the PTA section under the family resources header.

Then in the fall when they come back to school they will turn in their collected reports for a fun reward! Reports will be due Wednesday August 30, 2023. There will be a turn in box in the front office.

Can’t read all 10 books? Not a problem. Rewards will be tiered starting at just 4 books!

We recommend books read be selected from the district approved book list. If you cannot find enough books on that list, as a family please select grade appropriate books with which your family is comfortable. **District list can be found on our school webpage under Reading Program or at:**
https://cdn-5b7602e2f911cb0ac41f63fa.closte.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/APPROVED-BOOK-LIST-ELEM.-By-Title-2.pdf

Kindergarten and first grade students may have their families help in completing the reading program.